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ONE SMALL STEP CHALLENGE

ONLY YOU CAN MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT IS BEST FOR YOU AND YOUR BODY. PLEASE NOTE THE INFORMATION SET FORTH

HEREIN IS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS MEDICAL OR NUTRITIONAL ADVICE. BEFORE MAKING ANY LIFESTYLE CHANGES,

INCLUDING CHANGES IN EATING HABITS OR INTRODUCING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR PHYSICIAN OR

OTHER QUALIFIED HEALTHCARE PROVIDER TO DETERMINE WHETHER SUCH CHANGES ARE ADVISABLE BASED ON YOUR

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL CONDITION. BY VIRTUE OF PROVIDING THIS INFORMATION, STACEY PORTUGAL AND STACEY PORTUGAL

LLC MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR GUARANTEES REGARDING ANY RESULTS OR OUTCOMES.

DISCLAIMER:
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Tuesday, September 22nd @ 9:30 AM Central Time

Wednesday, September 23rd @ 9:30 AM Central Time

Thursday, September 24th @ 9:30 AM Central Time

Hello!
And welcome to the One-Small-Step Challenge!

I’m excited to be with you on this 3-day journey that will help you create the sustainable changes you need to

accomplish your health & weight loss goals. This One-Step Method can be used in business, in your weight loss/health

journey and for any goal that might, at first glance, seem insurmountable.

Here’s how the challenge will work…

I’ll be LIVE on Facebook on:

Joining live will give you the opportunity to get live support (from a real human) so you can get it out of your head and

into a well-formulated plan that will help you create the change you need EFFORTLESSLY.

Each day, I’ll provide you with action steps and this is where this workbook will be really handy...so please, print it out

or work with it as an editable PDF on your computer and put thought into this process in order to fully embrace how

powerful small steps can be.

I’ll also be sending out the replays once the challenge has ended (and the videos will come down from the Facebook

page) so if you need to miss a day, not to worry, as a valued member of my list you’ll have access to the replays.

Ok, are you ready to make some traction in your goals?

Let’s go!!
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Day 1 

Today, I invite you to first envision your goal and it’s okay to think BIG:

Write your goal here:

When you envision your goal, what are you seeing?

What does it look like?

How does it make you feel?

Is this a big goal or a small goal?

Based on your past experiences, is this goal achievable? (Have you accomplished this before?)

If yes, great!! If no, go ahead and adjust your goal so that it’s:
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LEARNING MINDSET:

As you can see from the image below, your journey is not likely to be a straight or simple path. This is very

common and to be expected and it's not because you’re doing something wrong; it’s because you’re learning and

tweaking as you go. There will be challenges along the way that will make you rethink your strategy and even doubt

your abilities.

Keeping yourself in a learning mindset helps to avoid the pitfalls of judgement & blame all which lead to a lack

of productivity. 

Here’s an example: you went out with friends to a restaurant, first starting at their house for a drink. You have your

planned one drink, feeling a little tipsy and end up eating the chips & dips at your friend’s house. Now, you head to the

restaurant and the chatter in your head sounds something like this: I’m SO mad at myself; I can’t believe I ate those

chips! I REALLY wanted to watch myself tonight and now I’m NEVER going to lose weight!! As you arrive at the

restaurant, you feel completely defeated and dive into the breadbasket headfirst.

The next day you fall into the judger mindset: you’re calling yourself names (that I cannot type in this document) and

decide to have pancakes with your kids because, well, what the hell...and on it goes. 

Here, we have a clear vision of how our thoughts affect our actions and how spending time judging yourself gets

you exactly nowhere.

How would it feel to wake up the next day (or think differently at the restaurant) and say to yourself: 

Ok, I felt a little tipsy, ate too much but there’s opportunity in this moment, at this restaurant, to change the course of

this evening.  

What can I order tonight that will make up for the chips?

Or how about this... 

Last night was rough but today will be better...what can I do today to make up for it? (This is when you implement your

Get-Back-To-Plan Strategy)   

You can see how the learner mindset puts you into a problem-solving state of mind, whereas the judger mindset only

holds you back and keeps you stuck.

Now, let’s talk about you and your life... 

On what occasion can you recall running into a snag and then wasting your time beating yourself up or feeling

sorry for yourself? 

Write that situation here: 

How did you handle it? 

How can you turn that moment into a learning moment?
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Now, let’s state your goal again with these parameters in mind…

When thinking about this goal, based on past experience, intuition (or that feeling in the pit of your stomach), write

below what you anticipate will hold you back from achieving this goal:

Now, think of yourself when you’ve reached this goal or personal milestone... use your imagination and take a

moment to reflect upon YOU AT YOUR GOAL.

Now, I want you to think about how it would feel to take the necessary steps to reach this goal...how does that

feel? (Are you feeling accomplished, satisfied, appreciated, confident…)

Do you feel any sort of reaction in your mind or your body when you think of this goal?

Are there any other feelings that come up for you?

How would you label this reaction? Is it a positive or negative reaction? A burst of energy or a pit in your stomach, or

a block or pushback in your head? A feeling of love, contentment, dread, failure or disappointment?

Take a moment to pause and see how it feels... write what you’re thinking and feeling below…
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DAY 2

Today we’ll be focusing in on your (first) one-small-step that you feel will have the biggest impact on your goals.

How can we identify this one small step if we’ve never taken a small step approach?

Let’s begin with your goal that we identified yesterday:

Restate your goal here:

Now, I’d like for you to think back on where you tend to unravel? What’s the specifics of the situation in which you

tend to go off-plan or tend to stray in whatever way, away from your goals? There may be more than one situation so

feel free to write as many situations as comes to your mind about this particular goal:

If you have identified more than one situation, go ahead and try to identify any overlapping similarities between

these situations? Is it eating a little sugar leads to a lot of sugar or perhaps a busy schedule leading to missed workouts?

(This is the perfect time to ask Stacey for support via the live Facebook challenge on Wednesday, September 23rd at

9:30 AM Central).

Once you’ve identified the common denominator - the one thing that happens before you deter from your plan in the

scenarios from above, let’s focus on one-small-step that would move you in the right direction.

When you think about this scenario, what seems to deter you from your goals most often? Write it here:
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Now, let’s break down this scenario into the step by step as it unfolds. (Notice the many steps and keep each step super

small. You can start with I walk into the kitchen…). Take as many steps as you need here:

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Creating your first small step by using Step 1 as a starting point (or perhaps it makes more sense to begin with Step 2).

Restate your first small step below (from the list above or discuss with Stacey Live on Wednesday 9/23 at 9). 

Remember that no step is too small, no goal is too small or too silly.

Restate your one small step here:

MY ONE SMALL STEP:

Now, let’s consider this one small step, how does it feel to you? Do you feel any resistance in your body at all? If so,

let’s make this one-small-step even SMALLER? (The goal is to be confident that you can complete this step- this one

small step - with 95% certainty).

If necessary, drill down this step and restate your one-small-step again:

Again, let’s sit with this one-small-step again and see how it feels...any resistance? Have you ever tried this one-small-

step that you’ve chosen? If so, how did it go? Were you successful? If not, do you need to readjust this small goal

EVEN SMALLER to ensure success?

If you’ve drilled this step down again, please restate your one-small-step below:
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DAY 3

Okay! This is exciting! We’ve identified our one-small-step; the place we begin to make our goals a reality with the

least amount of effort and the biggest chance of success.

WOW

Your first step may be related to a tough situation or it might be something completely different.

Now, let’s incorporate SMALL REWARDS

After Listening to Stacey talk about small rewards, what small rewards will keep you motivated?

What possible SMALL TWEAKS will need to be made to this first step either now or in the future to ensure success?

After listening to Stacey talk about small tweaks, what resonates with you?

Please restate your one-small-step:

List your small rewards:

List potential small tweaks:
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References: Maurer, Robert, One Small Sep Can Change Your Life: The Kaizen Way, Workman

Publishing, 2004
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